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Improve capital returns

Message from the CFO

Reinforcing capital policies
Corporate value maximization and capital policy stances
We aim to maximize corporate and shareholder value while
satisfying stakeholder expectations. We accordingly seek to
generate returns that exceed capital costs.
In fiscal 2021, all business units overcame a challenging

other stable businesses. We will continuously verify and improve
our cash flow allocations to optimize our capital structure.
Steadily deploy measures to enhance corporate and
shareholder value

business climate to undertake structural reforms. At the same

Expand equity
spread

time, they deployed measures to recover from product shortages and the impacts of such external factors as raw material

Deliver ROE
that consistently
exceeds 10%

and ocean transportation costs. On the balance sheet management front, our equity ratio was high owing to the April
2020 deconsolidation of Ricoh Leasing Company, Ltd. We aim

Maximize
value
proposition

Expand total
shareholder
returns

to attain an appropriate risk assessment-based capital structure to transform Ricoh into a digital services company. We
will primarily allocate capital to relatively high-risk growth
businesses while using debt in the Office Printing business and

Grow earnings
Cumulative operating
cash flow
¥600–¥700 billion

ROIC exceeding 8%

Shareholder
returns

F ocus investments on Office Services
business and transform profit structure
Profit composition above 50% (75% of profit
generated by non-office printing business)
Lift earnings per share by increasing profits
and repurchasing shares

L ower weighted average cost of capital
by optimizing capital structure
Optimize risk-based capitalization and
harness debt
Reduce long-term risks by bolstering ESG

Optimize capital
costs

Net debt-to-equity ratio
Target 50% total return ratio
0.2–0.3
+
Generate ¥100 billion in additional shareholder returns Note: Figures other than shareholder
under the 19th MTP
returns are targets for fiscal 2025

Growth investment approach
We are maintaining our policy of investing ¥500 billion in

shareholder returns. Investment will be made strategically and in a

growth investments by fiscal 2025. We established and are

balanced manner by actively utilizing interest-bearing debt as well

pushing ahead with priority areas, which are for business

as capital, mainly from operating cash flow as described in the

growth M&A investments, strengthening of business founda-

section above.

tions, and investment for new business domain creation.

¥500 billion in
growth investments
through FY2025

Priority segments

As part of becoming a digital services company, we acquired
several information and communications technology (ICT)

Office services in Japan and Europe

companies in Europe. We are steadily investing in acquisitions

Office services software

for business growth in Japan, including the April 28, 2022
decision to make PFU Limited a consolidated subsidiary. We are
bolstering our management infrastructure by upgrading our
core systems and investing in human capital.
We will systematically allocate operating cash flows from business investments to further invest in growth and generate

M&A
Edge devices that drive digital services
investments for
business growth
Frontlines digitalization

Approx.
¥200 billion
(top priority)

Approx.
¥100 billion

(Prepare as additional
investment)

Strengthen
business
foundations

Acquire and train digital professionals
Upgrade enterprise systems

Approx.
¥100 billion

New business
domain creation

Develop advanced technologies
Create businesses that resolve social issues

Approx.
¥100 billion

ratio. In fiscal 2021, we endeavored to enhance returns on capi-

first half of the year and retire all repurchased shares. We will
keep striving to improve shareholder value, including flexibly
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future. With infections spreading during the year, we reviewed
the remaining two years of that plan, including rebuilding
measures to drive business growth and undertaking structural
reforms. We planned several business management and
capital policy changes as part of that process.

 rogress with business unit structure and
P
ROIC management
We adopted a business unit structure in April 2021. One

Growth investments and capital policies
As mentioned earlier, our three investment categories are
M&A investments for business growth, strengthen business

anticipated outcome in integrating everything from development

foundations, and investment for new business domain cre-

through production and sales was that cost-cutting and effi-

ation. We aim to make ¥500 billion in growth investments by

ciency gains would be comprehensive and swifter than under a

fiscal 2025. We are cultivating digital professionals to rein-

function-based organization. The pandemic’s impacts increased

force our business structure. As a digital services company,

in fiscal 2021. In particular, we experienced parts shortages and

we view sufficient investment in digital professionals not as a

soaring raw material and ocean freight costs, especially after the

mere expense, but as an essential investment for generating

summer. We quickly implemented recovery measures. Efforts

future financials. Such investments include developing

included bringing forward or augmenting structural reform

multi-skilled maintenance services and sales personnel near

initiatives and flexibly controlling costs. We could not have taken

customer frontlines and adopting digital manufacturing

these actions under our previous organizational structure.

processes. Investments are also important to ensuring acquisi-

We also began basing business management on returns on

tions succeed and creating new business domains. In the

invested capital (ROIC). We are breaking down ROICs into

coming years, we will increase corporate value by cultivating

measures and key performance indicators and connecting them

people who can generate high added value at key customer

to a ROIC tree to better link companywide and operational or

contact points.

business unit ROICs. The ROIC tree is also leveraged to track

On the cash flow allocation front, we have retained our
nesses and leveraging interest-bearing debt to invest in stable

of individual employees such as maintaining proper inventory

business fields. We will strive to optimize our capital structure

turnover periods, improving receivables processes from credit

with net assets of around ¥1 trillion by fiscal 2025 while

repurchasing shares while factoring in business plan and

management through collections, and automating business

temporarily employing capital to cover business risks in uncer-

growth investment progress.

processes using low-code applications, is either directly or

tain times and help us transition to a digital services company.

26.0
23.0

34.0

26.0
15.0

For fiscal 2022, we aim to lift dividends by ¥8 per share, for
yield. We plan to buy back up to ¥30 billion in shares in the

crisis stemming from the pandemic and gearing up for the

and other processes. It has been demonstrated that the work

achievements under our 19th Mid-Term Management Plan. We

an annual total of ¥34 per share that factors in the dividend

We accordingly positioned that year as one of tackling the

approach of assigning capital to investments in growth busi-

tal by repurchasing and retiring ¥100 billion in shares in light of
paid an annual dividend of ¥26 per share, as forecasted.

CFO

profitability and efficiencies in production, sales, maintenance,

Shareholder return policy
We are maintaining our policy of delivering a 50% total return

ment Plan, the COVID-19 pandemic significantly affected our

Takashi Kawaguchi

operations, particularly MFPs in our Office Printing business.

E mphasize ROIC in business portfolio
management
Optimal asset structure for a digital
services company
Improve cash conversion cycle

Enhance asset
efficiency

In fiscal 2020, the first year of our 20th Mid-Term Manage-

indirectly improving ROIC.
Factor in
DPS* in increasing
dividends

92.7
30.0

7.3
16.7

18.8

10.8

17.0

2018

2019

2020

2021

Dividends (billions of yen)
Dividends per share (yen)

2022 (FY)
forecast

Target 50%
total share
return ratio

Agile share
repurchases
* DPS: Dividends per share

Our shareholder returns policy under the 20th Mid-Term

We aim to assess and monitor each business unit to opti-

Management Plan is to generate a total return ratio of 50%.

mally allocate resources for growth and overhaul operations by

We look to lift our dividends per share by ¥8, to ¥34, in fiscal

augmenting ROIC with business portfolio management that

2022. We seek to continue increasing dividends, boost corpo-

combines marketability and compatibility with the digital

rate value, and improve earnings per share by flexibly under-

services we seek to offer. We are also building a management

taking measures that deliver additional returns.

structure that is conscious of capital profitability.

Share repurchases (billions of yen)
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